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The goal of this research is to explore and further understand the archaeology, history, 
and anthropology of tattooing practices of the various cultures living in the Black Sea 
region in antiquity. By examining the available evidence, namely written sources, 
iconography, mummified remains and human bones, and archaeological materials (i.e., 
potential tattooing tools), the complexities of tattooing and its function and relation to 
creating, reinforcing, and understanding identity may be ascertained. Questions that I 
aim to explore include: 
• Who was tattooed and who did the tattooing?  
• What was tattooed and why? 
• Any particular symbolism or tattoo placement? 
• What was involved in the tattooing process, and what archaeological evidence is 
available?  
• How did tattoos reflect and influence notions of identity? 
• How does the practice reflect social organization?  
• Is there any evidence of therapeutic use? 
By attempting to answer these questions, a further understanding of the role of 
tattooing in the Black Sea region in antiquity may be gained.  
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My interest in the history of tattooing practices was initially sparked almost a 
decade ago when choosing a topic for a research paper for a writing course at the 
University of Colorado as part of my undergraduate studies. My own personal interest 
in the inking of the skin thus spilled over into the academic realm. The growing 
prolifertation of tattooing mainly amongst the younger generations of the Western 
world has instigated the curiosity of myself as well as other scholars about the previous 
inherent bias against tattooing and how the practice of tattooing and perceptions of it 
have evolved over time.  
 
Throughout time and across cultures, tattooing practices have played various, 
often complex roles in society, ranging from decorative to theraputic  to penal.       
Tattoos can often provide valuable insight into one’s perception of his/her/their own 
identity and of other’s identity. Tattooing practices were adopted for differing reasons 
amongst the peoples  of the Black Sea region in antiquity. However, available evidence 
is often limited and difficult to interpret.  By further exploring what evidence  we do 
have,  further insight into  tattooing practices and their reflection of  the worldviews of  
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As according to Deter-Wolf and Krutak, “The desire to alter, decorate, and adorn 
the human body is a cultural universal,”1 with body modification including scaring, 
branding, piercing, body painting, and tattooing evidenced throughout time and across 
the globe.2 Tattooing, along with the other forms of body modification, has an array of 
function including ornamental, therapeutic, religious, political, and punitive purposes. 
Through the visual imagery of tattooing, a person’s identity and role within social, 
religious, and political systems may be reflected.3 
Tattoos are created via the insertion of ink into the skin’s dermis layer, usually 
done by pricking or cutting the skin with one or more needles made of bone, wood, 
metal, sharpened feathers, etc.4 Pigment is inserted into the abrasion either following 
the prick or cut, or the pigment may be on the tool used to make the abrasion. 
“Stitching” in the ink is another method whereby the ink is threaded through the skin 
with a needle and some sort of thread. Tattoos are generally permanent, though there 
are some methods of removal (which may pose dangerous risk of infection) or of 
covering up tattoos (i.e., with cosmetics, clothing, etc.). 
 The process of tattooing requires a level of patience depending on the size and 
complexity of the tattoo, with larger, more complex designs requiring more time to 
complete. Also, a degree of pain is involved in receiving a tattoo, with more intense pain 
associated with certain areas of the body along with the size, design, and technique o 
tattooing. Following the process of inserting ink into the skin, the healing process can 
take weeks and often involves some care to prevent infection. Without hygienic 
measures, tattooing can be “more or less dangerous” due to risk of infection.5 
 
1.1 Tattooing today and modern scholarship 
In modern Western culture, tattoos are mainly for ornamental purpose, 
sometimes inspired by aspects of memory, identity, or religion. Recently, tattooing has 
been rising in popularity. However, the Western world has previously stigmatized those 
with tattoos.  
Tattooing was re-introduced to Western culture via the return of Captain Cook 
and his crew in 1769, following his travels and interactions with tattooed Tahitian 
peoples, from whom we derive the modern word tattoo.6 First popular amongst sailors, 
tattoos were initially correlated with “deviant behavior associated mainly with 
‘primitive’ societies or the lower class.”7 This stigma against tattooing has potentially 
clouded scholarship on ancient tattooing practices.8 
 
1 Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L., 2017, p. 3. 
2 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15. 
3 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15. 
4 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 68. 
5 Jones, C. P., 1987, p. 143. 
6 Jones, C. P., 1987 p. 142. 
7 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16. 
8 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16, 21, notes a research bias on account of “Victorian sensibilities.” 
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 Indeed, the modern English word stigma, generally defined as “a mark of shame 
or discredit,”9 is derived from the ancient Greek verb στίζω which could range in 
meaning from: “to tattoo as dedication to a God, mark of disgrace, mark of one’s 
property, to be beaten black and blue, or it could signify to cause stabbing pains in 
medical usage and to add punctuation in grammatical terms.”10  
 Today, so to speak, the stigma against stigmata is waning. With the recent rising 
popularity in contemporary tattooing practices amongst the general public, academics, 
artists, indigenous cultures, etc., interest in the practice’s origins and pre/history has 
been invigorated and is indeed “reflected in the research and on the skin of the 
archaeological community, where many academics and professionals now sport 
permanent body art consisting of archaeological imagery related to their personal finds 
or fields of study.”11  
 
1.2 Anthropology of tattooing 
In scholarship, tattooing has previously been understood through the lens of 
“less than perfect bodies,” with the practice interpreted in terms of the perception of 
“ideal” bodies as those that have not been marred. Somewhat similarly, but not to be 
anachronistic, a negative bias against tattooing existed amongst the ancient Greeks, as 
shall later be further discussed. To better understand our own framework and the 
perceptions of ancient peoples, the anthropology of tattooing deserves discussion.  
 Bodies are fluid entities, developing and aging throughout time, sometimes 
collecting unintentional (e.g., scarring from a wound) or intentional alterations (e.g. 
body modification such as tattooing, piercing, branding).12 The notion of “less than 
perfect bodies,” defined as those that are “misshapen, stigmatized, fragmented, as well 
as hybrid human/animal creatures, transgendered persons, and bodies on the cultural 
periphery of the classical world” by A. Shapiro, categorizes the human form based on an 
ideal.13 This understanding of perfect and imperfect, better and lesser, is only a 
perception based on cultural norm, but it often shapes understanding of identity, both 
of others and of selves, with physical characteristics, along with material items, used to 
understand ones place in the world relative to that of others. Tsiafaki rightly notes, “But 
it should not be forgotten that there is no right or wrong, except through our cultural 
beliefs.”14 To better understand ancient stigma against stigmata, scholars must be 
careful to leave aside their own perception of the ideal form. Viewing altered bodies as 
“less than perfect” is not always accurate – body modification can also be utilized as way 
to achieve a more ideal form.  
While the body is fluid, it can be permanently altered via forms of body 
modification such as scarification, branding, piercing, binding, tattooing, etc. Through 
tattooing, iconography with various attributes of meaning is fixed in the skin.15 As G. 
Argent states, “The skin represents the interface between the self and the world, and 
 
9 Merriam-webster.com, 2021. 
10 Dinter and Khoo, 2019, p. 85. 
11 Quote from: Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16; Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L., 2017, p. 3. 
12 Shapiro, A., 2015, p. 9. 
13 Shapiro, A., 2015, p. 9. 
14 Tsiafaki 2015, p. 94. 
15 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15; Shapiro, A., 2015, p. 9. 
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tattoos upon it serve to bring into consciousness images and ideas that are culturally or 
personally important.”16 
 Body modification, including tattooing, is a method of gaining power over one’s 
body – control may be asserted by oneself, or one person may assert control over 
someone else’s body.  Thus, tattooing practices can be divided into those that willingly 
participate in the practice and those that don’t. The visual iconography of tattooing can 
reflect identity in relation to religious, social, and political systems.17 Being tattooed may 
reflect inclusion or exclusion from a group, with a contrast between those with and 
without tattoos – they may reflect a deviation from normal or transgression, or tattoos 
may reflect belonging, honor, or status.18 Zidarov recognizes, “Tattooing meets basic 
human social or psychological needs, as evidenced by its repeated invention and 
transmission throughout history in very different communities and under different 
cultural conditions.”19 Tattoos may also have a practical function – they have served 
therapeutic purposes in both ancient and indigenous cultures. Often, this practical act 
is combined with ritual.  
 
1.3 Available Evidence  
 Unfortunately, the archaeological footprint of ancient tattooing practices is 
rather limited, with little “known about the material culture of ancient tattooing outside 
of Oceania.”20 This is due to several factors including research bias, difficulties in positive 
identification of associated tattooing tools, lack of preservation of tools, etc. The main 
sources we can draw archaeological evidence from are iconographic representations, 
tattooed human remains, and material remains of (potential) tattooing tools, with 
iconography and human remains being the most prolific.21 Historical sources also help 
provide insight into early tattooing practices.  
1.3.1 Human Remains 
Deliberately or naturally preserved human remains displaying tattoos provide 
the best, most direct form of evidence of ancient tattooing practices.22 Mummified 
remains of individuals donning tattoos have been discovered across the globe, in 
Europe, Central America, South America, North Africa, Siberia, the Philippines, Western 
Asia, and the Arctic.23 The oldest tattoo identified thus far is a tattooed “moustache” on 
the upper lip of a mummy of the Chinchorro culture of South America dating to ca. 8000 
 
16 Argent, G., 2010, p. 175. 
17 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15; Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2019, p. 85; Argent, G., 2010, p. 175, stipulates: 
“Through time, tattoos have been applied for purely decorative purposes, to celebrate a significant event 
or life achievement, to mark rites of passage, to memorialize loved ones who have died, and to mark 
various types of ethnic, religious, or ideological group membership.” 
18 Dinter and Khoo, 2019, p. 85. 
19 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 148. 
20 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15. 
21 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15. 
22 Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L., 2017, p. 4; Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 94. 
23Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L., 2017, p. 4. 
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BP.24 Unfortunately, however, findings of actual tattoos are relatively rare due to the 
particular conditions needed for the preservation of human remains with findings 
usually limited to cold regions with annual permafrost and more arid desert regions. 
The earliest direct evidence of tattooing in Europe belongs to the famous ice man, Ötzi, 
discovered in the Ötztal Alps in 1991.25 The 61 tattoos on the corpse provide direct 
testament of the practice by c. 3300 BCE in Europe and indicate a “mature stage of 
development of tattooing tradition.”26 Concentrated at the individual’s joints, tattoos of 
parallel lines on the right ankle and foot, lines on the left calf, crosses on the inside of 
the left ankle and right knee, and bars on the lower spine, along with x-rays indicating 
chronic degeneration of bone and cartilage in the spine and arthritis in the knees and 
ankles suggest the tattoos may have been therapeutic.27  The precision of the tattoos 
suggests they were done by an experienced tattooist. Along with the mummy, a bone 
awl located in a pouch was found, which could possibly have been a tool used during 
the tattooing process.28 
Some of the best, most well-known evidence for tattooing in the Eastern 
Mediterranean has been discovered in Egypt and has been linked to magical and 
religious functions.29 Recent finds at Gebelein of a Predynastic tattooed male and female 
mummy indicates the use of the practice by the 4th millennium BCE in Egypt.30 Better 
studied are the Eleventh Dynasty Egyptian mummies of the third millennium. Thus far, 
from this period, only female mummies with tattoos have been discovered, and the 
bodies are likely of “high status harem women.”31 Dot-patterns tattooed across the 
abdomen, breasts, and thighs suggest a connection to fertility.32 The mummy of Lady 
Ament (ca. 2400 BCE), perhaps a priestess of Hathor at Thebes, features a series of 
abstract patterns of dots and across her body which have been “interpreted as therapy 
for chronic kidney disease.”33 Egyptian tattoos have thus been interpreted to have 
magical, religious, and therapeutic use.34 
Potential evidence of tattooing has also been traced on human bones – following 
the decay of human flesh, pigment on or in the skin may be transferred to bone. This 
can occur in areas of the body where the bone is closer to the skin (e.g., the shin). 
Whether the pigment was from tattooing or body paint may be unclear. This type of 
 
24 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16. 
25 Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57; Renaut, L., 2017, p. 243; Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 145. 
26 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 243; Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 145. 
27 Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57. 
28 Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57. 
29 Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25. 
30 As per Deter-Wolf, A., 2019, p. 2, the female mummy dates to 3349-3093 BCE, and the male dates to 
3340-3018 BCE. 
31 Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2019, p. 93; Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 94. 
32 Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25, 27; Dinter, M. and Khoo, A., 2019, p. 92, suggests the tattoos on 
the abdomen would “stretch into a symbolic ‘web’ or ‘netting’ designs during pregnancy; Jones, C. P., 
1987, p. 144. 
33 Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57. The tattoos on Lady Ament are interpreted to have been intended to treat 
Chronic Kidney Disease. Tsiafakis 2015, p. 94, describes the tattoos as “series of abstract patterns of 
individual dots or dashes placed upon her body with no apparent regard for formal zoning of the artwork. 
The color that was used was a dark blackish-blue pigment applied with a pricking instrument, perhaps 
consisting of one or more fish bones set into a wooden handle.” 
34 Dinter, M. and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25. 
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tattoo evidence is also quite limited, largely due to the lack of thorough study of human 
remains – further investigation may grant more evidence. 
1.3.2 Tattoo toolkits 
Tattooing tools are another form of potential evidence, however, finds are rare, 
and it is difficult to directly attest tools specifically to the purpose of tattooing. Creating 
a tattoo requires the use of pigment and a sharp object, usually one or more needles, 
for puncturing or cutting the dermis. Based on ethnographic evidence from ancient and 
indigenous groups, Deter-Wolf poses that tattooing needles typically “did not travel as 
individual items, but instead functioned as part of larger toolkits,” composed of various 
materials related “to both the functional needs and shared cultural symbolism of the 
tattooist and recipient.”35 Often, items that comprise tattoo toolkits include needles, 
items for needle maintenance and repair, pigment, materials and tools for producing 
pigment, storage devices (i.e., boxes, pouches), and may also include medicinal material 
or ritual items.36 Based on ancient remains and ethnographic evidence, ground charcoal 
or soot was mainly used for tattooing ink.37 Ochre has also been proposed possible 
material for tattooing pigment, but there is no direct evidence for this in ancient nor 
indigenous practices.38  
Identifying tattoo toolkits in the archaeological record is difficult due to limited 
finds and issues with positively associating finds specifically with the purpose of 
tattooing. Only select items from toolkits are likely to have survived on account of the 
“biodegradable nature of many tool types.”39 Also, as previously discussed, research bias 
likely affected the identification of available evidence, and some items may be 
mistakenly interpreted, i.e., as awls or sewing needles.40 Correlating tools with the 
tattooing procedure requires a convincing connection amongst pigment, blood, and 
other tattoo toolkit items (applicators/markers, containers, accoutrements, etc.).41 
Pigment, especially if found in conjunction with blood, on the tip of sharp tools is 
indicative the tool’s likely use for tattooing.42  
Needles are the most common type of tool used for the insertion of pigment 
below the epidermis.43 As per comparative ethnographic evidence, outside of Oceania, 
most ancient tattoo needles likely comprised of a single or multiple in-line devices.44 
Using a single needle would be a slower process and tattooing via multiple needles 
bundled together. Needles could be made from bone, metal, wood, sharpened feathers, 
etc. Along with needles, skin stitching tools or perpendicularly hafted tools may be used 
to tattoo.45  
 
35 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15, 19, 20, states, “…various cross-cultural data reveal that efforts to identify 
ancient tattoo implements from the archaeological record should be cognizant of a suite of associated 
artefacts including, but not limited to the needles themselves.” 
36 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 20. 
37 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 244. 
38 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 244. 
39 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16, 21. 
40 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16, 21. 
41 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15, 21. 
42 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 21. 
43 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16. 
44 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 23. 
45 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16. 
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 Deter-Wolf suggests the earliest evidence of a possible tattoo tools, along with 
supplemental indirect evidence, indicates the practice may have existed by 100 KA in 
southern Africa, though any conclusions remain speculative.46 Worked ochre along with 
pointed bone tools (some of which were stained with ochre), items for processing 
pigment, shell pigment containers, and other items, discovered at the Middle Stone Age 
site of the Blombos cave (ca. 70-125 KA) in Southern Africa provide compelling, but not 
definitive, evidence of tattooing.47  
In Europe, a potential tattoo toolkit discovered at the site of Mas d’Azil in France 
suggests tattooing practices occurred as early as 18 KA, the Upper Paleolithic, “during 
the surge in artistic and technological complexity.”48 A variety of sharp or pointed stone 
and bone tools, potentially used for inserting pigment into the epidermis, were found in 
relation to red ochre at Mas d’Azil, thereby leading to speculation about the possibility 
of the existence of tattoo practices at the site.49 The tattooed iceman, Otzi, was found 
with a bone awl which is suggested to have been used for tattooing.50  
1.3.3 Iconographic evidence 
Forms of ancient media including ceramic vessels, rock art, and figurines may be 
suggestive of tattooing practices. Such iconography can provide a “framework with 
which to understand the cultural significance of tattooing and corporeal decoration.”51 
Anthropomorphic representations recovered from as early as the Upper Paleolithic 
period (ca. 50,000 to 10,000 years ago) and on provide possible indications of tattooing 
in Europe, implied by painting or incised decoration on the representation.52 However, 
it is often challenging to determine what exactly incised or painted patterns represent – 
the decoration could reflect tattooing, scarification, body paint, clothing, or something 
entirely different.53  
Potential depictions of human body decoration are featured in art and on 
anthropomorphic figurines dating to at least 35,000 years ago.54 As according to Zidarov, 
figurines may have served as a “proxy for human body treatment,” with ethnographic 
evidence suggesting the “transferability of motifs and compositions between material 
culture and tattoo designs.”55 Thus, it is possible to suggest some figurine decoration 
and painting depictions may reflect tattooing practices, but further corroborative 
evidence would be needed to make a sound association.  
From the Neolithic through the Iron Age, an increase in the production of 
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines occurred.56 Painted and incised decoration 
is rarer during early Neolithic expansion (ca. 10,000-7000 BCE) and became more 
frequent around 5300 BCE, namely decoration of parallel lines, spirals, lattice patterns, 
triangles, and repeated, alternated or symmetrical lozenges. These patterns are 
 
46 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 15, 23. 
47 See Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 21-23 for further description and interpretation. 
48 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 21, 23. 
49 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 243. 
50 Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57. 
51 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16. 
52 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 243 
53 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16; Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L, 2017, p. 7. 
54 Deter-Wolf, A., and Krutak, L, 2017, p. 7. 
55 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 142. 
56 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 252. 
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interpreted to potentially represent body ornamentation such as clothing, accessories, 
body paint, or tattooing.57 
In Egypt, figurines decorated with dot-patterns similar to those on the tattooed 
mummies were discovered interred with the dead, providing an interesting parallel 
between figurines and mummified remains.58 Terra-Cotta figurines of the 6th and 5th 
millennium BCE found in the Near East and South Eastern Europe have been suggested 
as possible artistic depictions of tattooed bodies.59 Some of the figurines were found in 
waste deposits, and others were found in graves along with “other high-value 
artifacts.”60 In Bulgaria, figurines were found with linear patterns across the face, and in 
Romania, figurines with motifs on the torso, pelvis and upper leg were discovered.61 
Likewise, several scholars have proposed a link between the red pigment decoration on 
Cycladic figurines of the third millennium BCE, which were discovered in tombs, and 
body ornamentation, proposing the possibility of tattoos, painting, or scarification.62  
 Likewise, painting can provide suggestive evidence of tattooing, such as is 
evidenced in Egypt with tattoos depicted in paintings of male and female figures in 
Egypt.63 Imagery of tattooed persons are first attested during the Archaic period of 
Greek art (ca. 800-479 BCE); Greek vase painters utilized physical and ornamental 
characteristics to distinguish various different groups of people.64  
1.3.4 Historical Sources 
Historical sources provide valuable insight into not only who and what was 
tattooed but also on the perceptions of the practice. In antiquity, sources are largely 
limited to the Greek, and later Roman, perspective as we do not have any preserved 
written language of the nomadic tribes around the Black Sea region. In addition, some 
information is gleaned from some Persian sources and Egyptian papyrus, which provides 
the earliest written evidence of tattooing.65 Also, Leviticus provides some testimony to 
a strong bias against tattooing that had been established in Jewish culture by 400 BCE – 
the text commands, “You shall not etch a tattoo on yourselves.”66 Greek authors that 
make mention of tattooing practices include Herodotus, Diodoros, Xenophon, Strabo, 
etc. 
1.4 Setting the stage: The Black Sea region 
 For the purpose of this analysis, the Black Sea region and the various cultures 
that occupied therein will be the main focal point of study. The Black Sea region was 
occupied by various nomadic tribes throughout prehistory and into the Iron Age and on, 
and the coastal area was settled by Greek colonists at least from the 7th century BCE. 
Several of the pastoral tribal groups that occupied the Black Sea region are evidence to 
 
57 Renaut, L., 2017, p. 253. 
58 Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2019, p. 93. 
59 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 139. 
60 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 141. 
61 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 143. 
62 Deter-Wolf, A., 2013, p. 16; Renaut, L., 2017, p. 256; Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 96. 
63 Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 94. 
64 Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 109; Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p. 139. 
65 Tsiafakis, D., 2015, p. 94. 
66 Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25; Dinter, M., and Khoo, A., 2019, p. 89. 
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have practiced tattooing, i.e., the Scythians, Sarmatians, Mossynoikoi, and Thracians, 
and the Greek are known to have adopted tattooing as a penal practice. From the 8th 
and 7th centuries BCE, the Scythians, an Indo-European group of tribes, occupied the 
“eastern steppes between Don and Danube river, the Northern Black Sea coast, and the 
Northern Caucasus,” with their territory stretching to China.67 The Sarmatians, a 
confederacy of Iranian speaking peoples that shared some cultural similarities with the 
Scythians, originated from the Volga and Ural region and eventually overtook the 
Scythians as the dominant power in the Northern Black Sea region.68 The Thracians, a 
group of Indo-European tribes, came to occupy the Western Black Sea region after being 
pushed eastwards from Pieria from the 7th century BCE. The Mossynoikoi were one of 
the various peoples occupying the Black Sea littoral, describes as the “most barbarous” 
by Greek writers.69 
Prior to the beginning of Greek colonization of the Black Sea coasts, these various 
local tribes likely already had some knowledge of and contact with the Greeks, with 
trade relations already developed. With the founding of Greek settlements, namely by 
Greeks of Miletus in north and west Pontos, during what has been deemed the first wave 
of the “Great Migration” in the 7th and 6th centuries BCE, the contact between the 
Greeks and local tribes increased and new trade centers developed. The Scythians and 
Thracians became the main partners of trade for the Greeks in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, with slave trade being of crucial economic importance.70 Slaves were 
traded to Greeks by Thracians and Scythians in exchange for wine, salt, crops and other 
goods.71 Relations between the Greeks and the local tribes generally remained amicable 
with strong trade relationships, though hostility did sometimes rise, and Greeks tended 
to view the local peoples as “barbarian,” contradictory to the Greek ideal.   
 
67 Námerová, A., 2010, p. 207. 
68 Maresca, G., 2019, p. 269. 
69 Manoledakis, M., forthcoming, p. 1. 
70 Námerová, A., 2010, p. 207. 






2. Early tattooing in the Black Sea region 
Some limited evidence of early tattooing practices in the Black Sea region has 
been discovered at the Copper Age site of Pietrele in Romania (potential tattooing tools) 
and at the Bronze Age burial sites of Temtra and Primorsky in Rostov Oblast, Russia 
(potential tattooing pigment found on human remains). 
2.1 Pietrele tools 
Bone needles and pigment perhaps used for tattooing were also found at the 
Late Copper Age (4500-4200 BCE) site of Pietrele, Romania, located near the Danube 
River in the Balkans. Both single needles and bundled needles in combs were discovered 
and are suggested to indicate the existence of tattooing “masters.”72 
2.2 Temtra and Primorsky 
Human remains of two individuals, dating to 2600 to 2400 BCE from the Temtra 
III and Primorsky I burial sites belonging to the Catacomb culture provide a glimpse at 
Bronze Age tattooing practices in the Northern Black Sea region.73  
 At the Temtra III burial ground, located in the outskirts of Remontnoye in Rostov 
Oblast, Russia, in Grave 1 of Kurgan 2, a male aged 45 to 55 years old at the time of 
death was found bearing evidence of tattooing on the bones of his right leg.74 A 
schematic image of a snake and some lines was visible on the shinbone and calf bone, 
which had been broken during the person’s life, likely causing pain when the person was 
walking.75 The design appears to have been rendered on the skin above the fractured 
bone with soot or coal.76 Following the disintegration of soft tissues, the image was 
transferred to the bones of deceased, who had been placed horizontally in his grave.77 
Atop the chest of the male, bones of two grass snakes were found parallel to his left 
side.78 Based on these findings, it is suggested that the individual was a subject of 
sympathetic magic and that snakes and tattoos played a role in medicinal practice during 
the Early Catacomb Age, with the tattoo possible serving to sooth pain.79  
Found in Grave 10 of Kurgan 1 at the Primorsky I Burial Ground near the village 
Primorsky by the Azoc Sea in Rostov Oblast, Russia, a man around 30 to 35 years old at 
the time of his death was discovered to have evidence of tattooing on his hand. On the 
metacarpal and carpal bones of his right hand, irregular lines and black dots are 
discerned.80  
 
72 Zidarov, P. N., 2017, p.145. 
73 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 68. 
74 Deter-Wolf, 2019, p. 2; Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 67, 68. 
75 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 68, 71. 
76 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 68, 69, 70. 
77 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 68, 69. 
78 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 67, 71. 
79 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 67, 71, 72, cites that in Bronze Age cultures of the steppe region, snakes 
were commonly used in burial rituals and as special jewelry. In addition, snake skins and venom are 
frequently used by many different peoples for rites and medical treatment. 












Figure 1. Temtra III and Primorsky. Image from:  
Shishlina et al, 2013, pg. 68 
Figure 2. Temtra III tattoo. Image from: Shishlina et al, 
2013, pg. 70. 
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3. Scythians  
The term ‘Scythian’ is a general title encompassing the pastoral, horse-riding 
Indo-European groups that occupied the broad, fluid region stretching from Western 
China and Southern Siberia to Ukraine and Western Iran from the first millennium BCE.81 
The Northern Black Sea region is assumed to have been their ethno-political center, with 
their “culture spread eastwards through the steppe to the more remote mountainous 
regions.”82 The peoples comprising the Scythians shared common lifestyles, economic 
structure, and belief systems (based on mythological traditions), covering a broad 
ethnocultural zone.83 The “homogeneity of Scythian culture” and their sociopolitical 
organization remains somewhat obscure.84 The Scythians were so named by those who 
came into contact with them – in his texts, Herodotus called the peoples within the 
region Scythians, while the Chinese referred to them as Sai, and in Persian cuneiform 
sources, they were called Saca or Saka.85 Most archaeological evidence is courtesy of 
Scythian mortuary practices, recognizable by a triad grave goods, as outlined by G. 
Argent: “(1) horses, parts of horses, and/or horse riding equipment, (2) weaponry, and 
(3) artifacts decorated in the ‘animal style’ or ‘Scythian animal-style.’”86 The earliest 
evidence of this triad of grave goods, dating from the end of 9th century BCE to the 
beginning of 8th century BCE, was found at Arzhan I and II located in the Tuva Republic 
of Russia on a high plateau. During the 8th and 7th centuries BCE, Scythian tribes occupied 
the eastern steppes between Danube and Don river, the Northern coast of the Black 
Sea, and the Northern Caucasus.87 From the second half of the 7th century BCE, the 
Scythians became a powerful state until the 3rd century BCE.88 
 As corroborated by the material culture associated with burial practices and 
historical sources, the Scythians had an important relationship with animals, namely 
horses, that permeated their everyday life.89 Scythians were regarded for their horse-
riding skills, and the steppe zones would have provided apt fodder for animals.90 Fishing 
of was important to subsistence and became an import part of the economy by the 4th 
century BCE.91 The Scythians are known for their craftsmanship of wood, horn working, 
metal, textile production, and riding equipment.92 They created various handcrafted 
elaborate objects decorated in the Scythian animal art style, with real (panthers, lions, 
horses, stags, livestock, birds) and mythic (hybrids of half bird-half feline, bird-horse) 
animals.93 Scythian animal style is recognizable by the representations of animals with 
 
81 Argent, G., 2010, p. 33, 34; Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 5; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 68; Yatsenko, S., 2013, p. 97. 
82 Argent, G., 2010, p. 33. 
83 Argent, G., 2010, p. 33; Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 6; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 68. 
84 Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 9. 
85 Argent, G., 2010, p. 32; Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 6; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 68. 
86 Argent, G., 2010, p. 32; Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 3. 
87 Argent, G., 2010, p. 33; Námerová, A., 2010, p. 207. 
88 Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 2; Yablonsky, L. T., 2017, p. 216. 
89 Argent, G., 2010, p. 25; Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 6. 
90 Argent, G., 2010, p. 26. 
91 Námerová, A., 2010, p. 210. 
92 Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 8. 
93 Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 5; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 68. 
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twisted bodies and of predatory scenes. 94 Social differentiation is evidenced in various 
burial rites, with some containing gold and other valuable items.95 Herodotus notes 
trade between the Greeks and “Royal” Scythians (ca. 550-450 BCE), and Greek amphora 
and drinking vessels, mostly black-figure and some red-figure pottery, are included in 
burials.96 Scythians are known to have personalized their appearance with clothing as 
well as tattooing.97 
In addition to the already mentioned limitations of evidence pertaining to 
tattooing practices as previously stated, a lack of evidence of Scythian tattooing 
practices may be due in part to an aversion to nudity – depictions of nude figures are 
absent in Iranian art, and Herodotus commented that they “don’t bathe naked outside 
of homes.”98 Diodorus also notes that noble Persian women covered their bodies to 
protect themselves from the sun.99 As such, evidence is limited to documentation in 
Greek texts (i.e. Herodotus), and they are directly attested in the preserved in the skin 
of mummies of the Pazyryk culture.  
3.1 Pazyryk tattooing 
Thousands of burials and kurgans have been documented, some of which, 
located in the Altai mountains, were found to contain mummified remains that provide 
direct evidence of tattooing practices of the Pazyryk culture of the 5th through 3rd 
centuries BCE.100 The permafrost of the Altai mountains allowed for the preservation of 
the remains, while the warmer climates of the Pontic-Caspian steppe are less suitable 
for preservation.101 The Pazyryk culture, named after the burial site, has been referred 
to as the “Scythians of the Altai” and later as “Scytho-Siberians” and is included within 
the Scythian construct, located “at the easternmost edge of the broader Scythian 
territory.”102 The Pazyryk culture existed at least from the middle of the 1st millennium 
BCE and is recognizable by weaponry, certain horse riding equipment, and art objects 
akin to that of the broader Scythian culture.103 Thus far, seven mummified individuals 
(four males and three females, all adult) are known to bear tattoos. Along with the 
human remains, preserved horses and objects made of various materials and decorated 
with zoomorphic imagery were found.104 
 The first graves associated with the Pazyryk culture were discovered by V. V. 
Radloff’s excavations in 1864 of the tombs of Berel and Katanda.105 These discoveries 
were followed by Gryaznov’s investigation of the first Pazyryk kurgan in 1929, S. I. 
Rudenko’s excavations from 1947 to 1949 of other kurgans in the first cemetery and 
 
94 Argent, G., 2010, p. 32. 
95 Johnson, J. A., 2018, p. 6. 
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101 Yablonsky, L. T., 2017, p. 216. 
102 Argent, G., 2010, p. 34; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 66. 
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other more recent excavations, thus broadening our understanding of Pazyryk 
culture.106 Finds now mainly reside at the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg.107 
Pazyryk kurgans have been divided into “large (50+ m), medium (15-30 meters), and 
small (2-10 meters)” kurgans, with twelve barrows having large graves (including 
Pazyryk) and over 800 barrows in more than 100 cemeteries with medium to small 
graves.108 No associated settlements have been identified.109 Some of the burials have 
been looted while others remained intact.110 Most of the graves contained a single 
individual, and there were also some double inhumations of both a female and a 
male.111 Elaborately costumed and adorned horses were interred with the dead along 
with other grave goods such as drinking vessels.112 The individuals have been found to 
exhibit varied genetics.113 
Preservation of the remains was possible on account of the permafrost of the 
region, and in some cases, looting actually may have helped better preserve some on 
the remains whereby water was allowed into the chamber and froze.114 Also, in some 
cases, the human remains show signs of intentional preservation, having been 
“eviscerated, trepanned and embalmed, and stuffed with grasses and plant matter.”115 
Embalming may have occurred due to the need to transport the body a distance to reach 
the burial ground.116 
3.1.1 The Pazyryk mummies  
Thus far, the remains of seven individuals bearing tattoos varying in form and 
design have been discovered at the Pazyryk and Ukok burial grounds – a male and 
female at Pazyryk kurgan 2 and at Pazyryk kurgan 5, a female at Ak-Alakha-3, a male at 
Verkh-Kaldzhin-2, and a male at Olon Kurin Gol 10.117 The mummies all date from the 
fifth to third century BCE.118 
 The first tattooed remains, belonging to a 5th century BCE male and female who 
were placed in the same sarcophagus, were discovered in 1947 by Sergei Rudenko in the 
Pazyryk Valley of the Russian Altai Mountains.119  In 1949, Rudenko excavated Kurgan 5, 
which also contained a tattooed male and female.120 In the 1990s, further evidence for 
Pazyryk tattooing was discovered – on the Ukok Plateau at the Ak-Alakha-3 site, Natalia 
Polosmak discovered a female mummy with tattooed arms in Kurgan 1, and at Verkh-
 
106 Argent, G., 2010, p. 37; Maresca, G., 2019, p. 263. 
107 Argent, G., 2010, p. 37. 
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Kaldzhin-2 in Kurgan 3, Vjacheslav Molodin found another tattooed individual in 1995.121 
In 2006, at the Olon Kurin Gol-10 necropolis in Mongolia, another tattooed individual 
belonging to the Pazyryk culture was discovered.122 
 However, until 2004, not all of the mummies were known to have been tattooed, 
with initially only a couple of the mummies having visible tattoos during excavation 
(male from Kurgan 2, Ukok mummies). When the mummies from the Ukok plateau were 
removed from their tombs, their skin darkened rendering the tattoos invisible, and 
reconstructive methods had to be employed to restore the skin to its previous color.123 
The other mummies, their tattoos were not visible to the human eye, hidden by clothing 
and darkened skin.124 After unexpectedly noting a partial tattoo on a mummy from a 
non-Pazyryk cemetery at Oglakhty, infrared light photography was utilized to further 
assess the tattoo.125 After this, in 2004, infrared photography was employed on the 
Pazyryk mummies at the State Hermitage Museum, revealing tattoos on the other three 
Pazyryk mummies from Kurgans 2 and 5.126 Infrared reflectology is “well-suited for 
detecting carbon-based pigments, such as those used in many ancient tattoos” and 
works whereby “carbon-based tattoo pigment invisible to the naked eye absorbs the 
near-infrared wavelengths, whereas clean skin reflects it intensely.”127 Reconstructing 
the tattoos is challenging in some cases due to the folds in the skin, tattoo placement 
and the difficulty of moving the mummy to photograph all angles.128 
Rudenko suggests that to create the tattoo, the tattooist used a needle and 
thread with soot to “stitch” in the tattoos; finds from Scythian graves include fine bone 
needles and sinews that theoretically could be used in this process.129 This technique 
has been evidenced in Inuit mummies of Greenland from the 1400s, and has been 
evidence amongst the Yupiit, Chukchi, Evenki and Selkup peoples of Siberia.130  
 
Kurgan 2 of the Pazyryk Burial Site 
Kurgan 2 of the Pazyryk burial site contained two individuals, a male and a female 
placed inside of a wooden coffin, dating to 290-287 BCE and 301-282 BCE based on 
dendrochronology and radiocarbon dating.131 Both individuals were intentionally 
mummified; their “skulls were trepanned, and their internal organs were removed and 
replaced with plant stalks and sedge” with the incisions sewn with horsehair.132 A 
“resinous mixture of shellac, dammar, and wax was applied to the skin to preserve it.”133 
The kurgan had been looted, with the mummies undressed and head, hands and feet 
severed.134 Prior to the further exploration with infrared light in 2004, the man was only 
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known to have tattoos, however, with the further study using infrared, tattoos were 
discovered on the female, along with two additional tattoos on the male.135 
 
Female from Kurgan 2 
 The female found in Kurgan 2 was around 40 years old at the time of her death 
and has Indo-European traits prevailing in her appearance.136 Her skin was heavily 
damaged due to looters.137  
On the mummy’s left shoulder, a figure interpreted as fantastic animal, 
described as a “horse-griffin” or “hoofed griffin” was tattooed (Figs. 3 and 4).138 The 
animal has also been described as an ungulate with a bird of prey head, and Argent 
proposes the depiction is instead of a horse.139  The animal is rendered with a twisted 
body in a circular shape, with a big round eye, “open hooked bill with a knob,” and large, 
black antlers, with “one prong shaped like heads of birds.”140 The body is outlined, with 
the legs blackened and curvilinear figures depicted across the animal’s chest. On the 
right bicep is a tattoo of what may be either an ungulate or argali, or possible a horse, 
with a twisted body. The body and front legs are outlined and the hindlegs are blackened 
with curvilinear designs. Realistic antlers with numerous prongs were tattooed on her 
outer left arm, just above the wrist.141 It remains unclear whether this image is an 
individual representation or if it is part of a larger deer figure; it is similar to other known 
tattoos including the “antler attached to deer head on female mummy from Ak-Alakha-
3.”142 No tattoos on her hands were found, and the skin on the forearm was not 
preserved, but it is suggested that it was tattooed.143  
 The figures represented are similar to tattoos on other mummies.144 In 
comparison to the tattoos of the male of Kurgan 2, their tattoos are artistically similar, 
with the “fantastic animal and argali similarly situated,” however, hers are smaller and 
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Male from Kurgan 2 
 The male in Kurgan 2, described as a chief, was 50 to 60 years old at the time 
of his death.146 His body was in a poor state of preservation, but some portions of his 
skin with tattoos have been conserved (his right side is better conserved), allowing for 
graphic reconstruction (Fig. 5).147 He features tattooed representations of “fantastic” 
animals across his shoulders, arms, large portions of the lower right leg, and parts of his 
chest and back.148 Following infrared photography in 2004, in addition to the already 
known tattoos, two additional tattoos were revealed on hist right thumb and left foot.149 
Some portions of the surviving skin have not yet been infrared photographed.150  
 On the right thumb, facing the nail, a tattoo of a bird with a bushy tale 
expanding onto the palm was found (Fig. 6). The bird, rendered with a small head and 
extended neck with plumage and spurred legs, is likely the image of a rooster.151 A tiger 
 
146 Maresca, G., 2019, p. 265; Mayor, A., 1999, p. 54; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 68, 69. 
147 Pankova, S., 2017, p. 69. 
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of tattoos on the female 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Drawing by Olga 
Petushkova, image from: Pankova, S., 2017, p. 71. 
 
 
Figure 3. Tattoos on the female from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Image from: Pankova, 
S., 2017, p. 71. 
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with a striped, spiral tail is depicted on his chest and back.152 Both arms bear tattoos, 
and the right is arm is covered from the wrist to the shoulder with six animals with 
twisted hind quarters.153 The animals are composed of fantastic “hoofed griffins” (or 
possibly horses) and rams, stags, and an onager.154 A “hoofed griffin,” also interpreted 
as a horse, was found on the outer part of the mummy’s left foot (Fig. 7).155 While other 
figures of this type have been discovered on other mummies, it is the only one that has 
been found on a foot – the others are all on the shoulders or upper arms.156 Also, a fish 
is rendered on the right leg, spanning from the ankle to the kneecap.157  
 A pattern of fourteen dots across his spine and six on his ankle was discernable. 
These tattoos are so far unique to this individual, with no other similar dot patterns 
found thus far on the other Pazyryk mummies. Reminiscent of Otzi and the eleventh 
Dynasty “Lady Ament,” these tattoos may have been therapeutic, with “effects similar 
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Figure 5. Reconstruction of the tattoos on the 
male from Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Image from: 
Maresca, G., 2019, p. 265. 
Figure 6. Tattoo of a bird on the hand of the male 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Image from: Pankova, S., 





























Kurgan 5 of the Pazyryk Burial Site 
The 1949 excavation of Kurgan 5 at the Pazyryk burial ground yielded two 
individuals, a male and female, aged 55 and 50 respectively, that were found placed in 
a single sarcophagus, both featuring evidence of embalming.159 Based on 
dendrochronology and radiocarbon dating, the burial dates to 252-235 BCE.160 Both 
mummies are better preserved than those from Pazyryk Kurgan 2.161 While they are 
 
159 Argent, G., 2010, p. 44, 71; Barkova L. L. & Pankova S. V., 2005, p. 50; Deter-Wolf, 2019, p. 3; Pankova, 
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Figure 7. Tattoo on left foot of male from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Image from: Pankova, 
S., 2017, p. 85. 
Figure 8. Preserved tattoos on the right arm of the 




largely intact, their skin is folded and dark, with no visible evidence of tattooing, and 
their clothing had been removed.162 
 
Male from Kurgan 5  
 On the 55-year-old male mummy, a series of tattooed animals are on his thumbs, 
arms, shoulder and scapula, back, left buttock, left tibia, left foot, and right ankle (Fig. 
9).163 
 On the man’s left shoulder, a feline, likely a tiger, is rendered (Fig. 10). The head 
of the feline is on the front of the shoulder, with the forepaws on the arm, and the rest 
of the body, hindlegs, and tail on the back, stretching to the spine.164 The front of the 
animal has curvilinear triangles and spirals, and the rear is an outline.165 On his right 
upper arm is a horse with a twisted body and upward hind legs (Fig. 11). The animal has 
a large eye in profile and curvilinear features on the upper legs and neck. Two animals, 
a koulan or horse and a carnivore with a striped tale, are rendered on the right forearm 
(Fig. 12).166 The horse has a twisted body and “its tail is tied up near the base and 
bifurcated at the end,” which is characteristic of representations of offerings.167 
Disturbed by a seam in the skin, the carnivore cannot be fully reconstructed, but it bears 
resemblance to the tattoo on the man/chieftain of Pazyryk Kurgan 2. Two figures on the 
man’s back and buttocks are discernable but are “distorted by a skin fold and seam” 
(Fig. 13).168 The tattoo on his right side over the waist is likely of a four-legged animal 
with a tail. The one on his left buttock resembles a swastika-shaped figure, perhaps 
composed of animal legs and head or a composition with a griffin’s head.169 Two 
symmetrical walking birds are tattooed at the bases of the man’s thumbs, both with the 
head facing towards the nail (Fig. 14). On the right hand, the bird has a small head, long 
extended neck, and hooked beak and is rendered in outline; it is probably an image of a 
cock or woodgrouse.170 The bird on the left thumb is more difficult to identify. It has 
blackened stripes similar to other swimming birds that have been rendered in Pazyryk 
art, except for the busy tail. Five ungulates appear along the man’s left leg. (Fig. 15). The 
animal closest to the knee, a roe deer, is rendered horizontally, while the rest, three 
female roe deer followed by an Argali or ram, are vertical, appearing as if in motion, 
walking up the leg. Similarly, on the right ankle, two ungulates or goats are shown 
walking upward, their legs in motion. (Fig. 16).171 
 The tattoos are generally similar in theme and in rendering to the other 
mummies’ tattoos, but they also have distinctive features. The tiger and horse are 
rendered in a certain style, while the ungulates on his legs are schematic – perhaps 
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indicating the tattoos were made by different artists.172 Unlike the mummies from 





























172 Barkova, L. L., and Pankova, S. V., 2005, p. 54, e.g., the tiger and horse are stylized in a similar manner 
whereas the ungulates on the left leg are schematic. 
173 Barkova, L. L., and Pankova S. V., 2005, p. 54. 
Figure 9. Reconstruction of tattoos on the male 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, 
S., 2017, p. 73. 
Figure 10. Tattoo of a feline on the male from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 
2017, p. 74. 
Figure 11. Tattoo of a horse on the 
upper right arm of the male from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, 
S., 2017, p. 75. 
Figure 12. Tattoos of a koulan or horse and a carnivore 
on the right forearm of the male from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. 








































Figure 13. Tattoos on the back and buttock of the male 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 2017, 
p. 76. 
Figure 54. Tattoos on the hands of the male from Pazyryk 
Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 2017, p. 76. 
Figure 65. Unglate tattoos on the left leg 
of the male from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image 
from: Pankova, S., 2017, p. 77. 
Figure 76. Tattoos on the right ankle of the 
male from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: 
Pankova, S., 2017, p. 77. 
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Female from Kurgan 5  
 The 50-year-old female in Kurgan 5 features tattoos that are stylistically different 
from the other Pazyryk mummies’ tattoos.174 She bears a different arrangement of 
tattoos in comparison to the other Pazyryk mummies, with no tattoos across her 
shoulders and featuring entire compositions that wrap around her forearms (Fig. 17).175 
 On her left thumb, a bird, likely a rooster, with a bushy tail was rendered facing 
the nail.176 Both ring fingers bear tattoos of vegetal motifs on the lower phalange, and 
there is a cross on the upper left ring finger phalange (Fig. 18).177 The vegetal motif on 
the left ring finger consists of a circle and vegetal composition (lotus bud and two 
sepals). The cross on the same finger appears paler than the other tattoos. On the right 
ring finger, the motif is composed of opposing trefoils. While trefoils have frequently 
been found decorating “Pazyryk felts and wooden and leather artifacts,” trefoils have 
not been found tattooed on any of the other human remains.178 The left forearm 
features a scene depicting a large bird of prey, possibly a griffin, clawing the neck of a 
deer or elk (Fig. 19).179 The bird has a hooked “vulturine” beak, hatching across its neck, 
and a distinct clawed foot. The deer or elk’s head is located on the inside of the arm, 
with the rest of the design wrapping across the front of the arm. The animal’s front legs 
are bent as if the animal is collapsing, with the rest of the body and hind legs stretched 
back.180 On her right forearm, spanning from the wrist to the elbow, is a composition of 
two tigers and a leopard attacking two elk (or an elk and a deer) (Fig. 21).181  The leopard 
is designed in a familiar position, with the head viewed from above, attacking the lower 
deer/elk. Attacking the same deer/elk, the tiger on the right side is rendered with its 
back legs spread apart and with s-shaped stripes across its body. Another tiger with s-
shaped stripes is attacking the other elk, which is curved back. The composition is closed, 
with balanced elements, and was likely created “according to a draft illustration, stencil, 
or a predetermined general layout.”182 
 This individual’s tattoos are distinct in stylization, especially the tattoo featured 
on the right forearm, with its complexity unprecedented in other Pazyryk art and 
unparalleled in Scythian animal style art. However, the tattoos do bear similarity to 
other Scythian art in terms of theme, posture of the carnivores, and artistic device.183 
This individual’s tattoos have been interpreted to portray some influence from Chinese 
art, the forearm tattoos being reminiscent of representations on bronze plaques 




174 Maresca, G., 2019, p. 266. 
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Figure 17. Reconstruction of the tattoos on the female 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 2017, 
p. 79. 
Figure 18. Tattoos on the hands of the female 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 
2017, p. 83. 
Figure 19. Tattoo on the left arm of the female from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 2017, p. 81. 
Figure 20. Tattoos on the forearms of the female 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: Pankova, S., 


























Ak-Alakha 3 Kurgan 1 
 In Kurgan 1 of the Ak-Alakha-3 burial site on the Ukok Plateau in Russia in 1993, 
N. Polosmak discovered a female, 28 to 30 years old, known as the “princess of Ukok” 
or the “ice maiden.”185 The mummy was tattooed, elaborately costumed, wrapped in 
fur, and was interred with six horses.186 She was buried in isolation and in full honor, 
suggesting she may have had special status as “a storyteller, a traditional healer, or a 
soothsayer.”187 The corpse was in a poor state of preservation, but the tattoos stood out 
clearly on her pale skin and are somewhat similar to the tattoos of the woman at Pazyryk 
Kurgan 2.188 
 A fantastic creature, perhaps a “hoofed griffin,” or possibly a horse, was tattooed 
on the left shoulder. Below the elbow on the left forearm, a fighting scene of a snow 
leopard attacking a ram was rendered. Below the fighting scene, another fantastic 
animal with a twisted body was possibly portrayed. On the left wrist, realistic deer 
antlers were tattooed. Also, a small figure of a ram with a twisted body was rendered 





185 Argent, G., 2010, p. 37; Barkova, L. L., and Pankova, S. V., 2005, p. 48; Deter-Wolf, 2019, p. 3; Maresca, 
G., 2019, p. 267; Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 69; Yablonsky, L. T., 2017, p. 215. 
186 Argent, G., 2010, p. 37; Mayor, A., 1999, p. 57. 
187 Pankova, S., 2017, p. 70. 
188 Barkova, L. L., and Pankova, S. V., 2005, p. 48; Maresca, G., 2019, p. 267. 
189 Maresca, G., 2019, p. 267. 
Figure 21. Tattooed composition on the right arm of 
the female from Pazyryk Kurgan 5. Image from: 



























Verkh-Kaldzhin 2 Kurgan 3 
 At the Verkh-Kaldzhin-2 site, located on the Ukok plateau about 3 kilometers 
from the Alakha-3 necropolis, a male mummy was discovered in Kurgan 3 by V. I. 
Molodin in 1995.190 The mummy, described as an “ordinary warrior,” was around 20 
years old at the time of death and dates to c. 500 BCE; he was found with his blonde hair 
in braids and had been buried with a horse.191  
Only the skin covering the mummy’s right shoulder and part of the chest and 
back yielded evidence of tattooing, with a partially preserved tattoo of a “hoofed griffin” 
or ungulate (possibly an elk) with a twisted body, rendered in a style similar to other 
known tattoos of the area (Fig. 23).192 The animal is described to have the head of a bird 
of prey and fantastic antlers. The skin on the left forearm was not preserved, so we 






190 Barkova L. L. & Pankova S. V., 2005, p. 48; Deter-Wolf, 2019, p. 3; Maresca, G., 2019, p. 267; Mayor, A., 
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Figure 22. Tattoos on the female from Ak-
Alakha 3, Kurgan 1. Image from: Maresca, G., 


























Olon-Kurin-Gol 10  
 The most recently discovered preserved tattooed remains, belonging to a male 
aged 40 to 50 dating to around 393 BCE, were found in Kurgan 1 of the Olon Kurin Gol-
10 necropolis in Mongolia.194 The male, interpreted to be a warrior and buried with two 
horses, had at least one tattoo of a geometric motif.195  
 
3.1.2 Discussion of the tattoos 
Some of the figures are not securely identified and particular animals, real or 
fantastical. G. Argent poses a compelling argument that some of the tattoos have been 
misinterpreted and instead poses that some of the tattoos are of horses. Argent 
distinguishes three types of horse tattoos, all rendered in profile with a twisted body 
with upward hindlegs.196 The possible horse figures are similarly rendered, and they are 
positioned on the same parts of the different bodies. The first type consists of natural, 
unadorned horses located on the lower arms of the males from Pazyryk Kurgan 2 and 
Kurgan 5 (Fig. 25).197 The second and third type of tattoos, featured on the male and 
female of Pazyrk Kurgan 2, the female from Ak-Alakha 3, and the male from Verkh-
Kaldzhin, have been interpreted as deer or ungulates or theriomorphs (“hoofed 
griffins”), but may instead also represent horses.198 Argent argues the movement of the 
 
194 Deter-Wolf, 2019, p. 3; Maresca, G., 2019, p. 281; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 87. 
195 Maresca, G., 2019, p. 281, 282; Pankova, S., 2017, p. 87. 
196 Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
197 Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
198 Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
Figure 23. Reconstruction of the tattoos on 
the male from Verkh-Kaldzhin 2, Kurgan 3. 
Image from: Maresca, G., 2019, p. 267 
Figure 24. Remains of the male from Verkh-Kaldzhin 2, 
Kurgan 3. Courtesty of Argent, G., 2010, p. 173. 
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legs, muscling, bone density and overall shape is more akin to the physiology of horses 
and that the figures are instead representations of actual, masked horses, such as the 
horse that had been discovered in Pazyryk Kurgan 1 (Fig. 26).199 Other horses with 
headdresses composed of wooden ibex horns were found at Berel 11 and Tuekta 1 and 
2 and were also depicted in art.200 It is interpreted that the actual horses, with their 
horned headdresses, were sacrificed so that they may transport the souls of the dead to 
the next world.201 The second type of potential horse tattoos are larger and are found 
on the middle arms (the male of Pazyryk Kurgan 2’s left and right biceps and his upper 
right forearm and the female from Ak-Alakha’s left arm) (Fig. 27). The third type are 
located across the shoulders and are the largest of the horse-type tattoos, with the rear 
of the horse on the back, the head near the neck, and the front legs on the chest (Fig. 
28).202 Argent’s argument is especially compelling considering the close relationship the 
Pazyryk culture, and greater Scythian culture, had with horses. Perhaps these tattoos 
commemorated particular actual horses that the individuals co-existed with, perhaps 
related to certain life-events (e.g., coming of age rituals, war deeds) but such 









199 Argent, G., 2010, p. 174. 
200 Argent, G., 2010, p. 174. 
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202 Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
Figure 25. Horse tattoos: (A) is on the male from Pazyryk 
Kurgan 2; (B) and (C) are on the male from Pazyryk 
Kurgan 5. Image from: Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
Figure 26. A reconstruction of the horse and 
its adornments found in Pazyryk Kurgan 1. 




































Most of the tattoos on the different individuals bear similarities in imagery and 
style, while others are more unique (e.g., the dot tattoos and fish tattoo on the male 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 2 are thus far unique to him). The majority of the tattoos appear 
to have been “governed by a set of artistic conventions.”203 Tattoos such as the birds on 
the hands of the female from Pazyryk Kurgan 5 and the males from Pazyryk Kurgan 2 
and Kurgan 5 and the horses/ungulates/“hoofed griffins” on the male and female from 
Pazyryk Kurgan 2, the female from Ak-Alakha, and the male from Verkh-Kaldzhin are 
both similarly rendered and positioned (the birds are all featured on the thumbs and the 
horses/ungulates/“hoofed griffins” are on the arms and shoulders. The tattoos, except 
for the floral motifs and dot patterns, are all characteristic of the Scythian animal style 
art.204 Predatory scenes are common in other Scythian art forms, and animals are often 
depicted in dynamic poses, such as the S-shaped pose with the animal’s hindquarters 
 
203 Dinter, M. and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25. 
204 Hermitagemuseum.org, 2021. 
Figure 27. Possible horse tattoos – the second type: (A), 
(B) and (D) are on the male from Pazyryk Kurgan 2; (C) is 
on the female from Ak-Alakha 3. Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
Figure 28. Possible horse tattoos – the third type: (A) is on the male 
from Pazyryk Kurgan 2; (B) is on the female from Pazyryk Kurgan 2; 
(C) is on the male from Verkh-Kaldzhin. Argent, G., 2010, p. 71. 
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reversed. This particular pose may indicate the animal was in agony/dying or could be a 
compositional device.205 Also fairly standard in the tattoos is the pose of hoofed animals 
and predators, with hoofed animals usually rendered in an unnatural pose and predators 
in a more nature pose.206 In addition to similarities in iconography, evidence suggests 
that some of the tattoos from individuals in different burial grounds (the male in Pazyryk 
Kurgan 2 and the female in Ak-Alakha Kurgan 1) were made by the same tattooist.207 
These commonalities suggest some level of uniformity in Pazyryk tattooing practices.  
While overarchingly similar, the tattoos are not entirely identical, exhibiting 
differentiation in detail, and some of the tattoos are unique to a single individual. While 
we cannot know the actual rarity of the tattoos without a larger sample size, it can 
securely be determined that there was some level of diversity in Pazyryk tattooing 
practices. Especially interesting are the stylistic differences exhibited in the tattoos of 
the female from Ak-Alakha which are thought to have Chinese influence,208 indicating 
greater diversity in not only tattooing practices, but also perhaps in Pazyryk culture in 
general. 
Initially, tattoos were thought to be restricted to only the elite class, however, 
with the discovery of the tattooed “ordinary warrior” of Verkh-Kaldzhin-2, this 
hypothesis has been revised to include common persons, though some degree of social 
and gender differentiation may be ascertained.209 More common, or less important, 
people don tattoos on the shoulder and/or hands, and only single figures are found to 
be depicted. Yatsenko poses that this may be influenced by a military mentality with the 
ideal behavior of a warrior reflected by “animal fierceness and physical prowess.”210 
Elite persons are found to have more intricate tattoos across additional areas that are 
usually covered. As on common persons, the right shoulder is tattooed, and additionally, 
elite persons feature tattoos on their left shoulder as well (i.e., figure of tiger or ram).211  
 Some gender differentiation is also discernable. In torment scenes, on females, 
predators are shown attacking deer, elk, or a ram. On males, the animals being attacked 
instead consist of ungulates or horses. No tattoos have been found on the legs of the 
female mummies. Some figures, such as the spiral-tailed panther, have only been 
discerned on males (from Pazyryk Kurgan 2 and Kurgan 5).212 Perhaps the differentiation 
in tattoos reflects the origins of the males and females – the males “were connected 
with the Saka-Tigrahauda groups of the Lower Syrdarya Basin, SW Kazakhstan near the 
Aral Sea in the desert-steppe zone” while the females “were similar to the ‘Scythoid 
groups’ of Western Mongolia in the mountain steppe-forest zone.”213 Commonalities 
are also present amongst the male and female pairs sharing a grave in Pazyryk Kurgan 2 
and Kurgan 5, i.e. the wild ram on the male and female in Kurgan 2 and the tiger, 
 
205 Dinter, M. and Khoo, A., 2018, p. 25; Yatsenko, S., 2013, p. 98. 
206 Yatsenko, S., 2013, p. 98. 
207 Shishlina, N., et al, 2013, p. 73. 
208 See Yatsenko, S., 2013, p. 99-100, for further detail about the Chinese influence of the imagery of the 
tattoos. 
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gryphon, and rooster on the male and female in Kurgan 5, perhaps due to their close 
social ties.214 
 The tattoos are thought to have “decoded” information, representing specific 
ideas that would have been understood by the people of the Pazyryk culture.215 A. 
Mayor suggest that they may have been magical or perhaps they commemorated 
“personal experiences such as hunting, vision quest, perilous adventure.”216 The 
importance of the skin as a boundary separating the self from the rest of the world is 
denoted not only by the presence of tattoos but also by the treatment of the dead during 
burial, with the inner organs and brains discarded before the remainder of the corpse 
was laid in its final resting place.217  
3.2 Other evidence for Scythian tattooing 
In Scythian art, human figures are usually clothed, thus limiting interpretation 
pertaining to tattooing. In some depictions, lines on the face interpreted to be tattoos 
are rendered.218 On the so-called “deer stones” found in Mongolia during the Late 
Bronze Age, two or three lines are rendered on the cheeks. Later, figures of Scythian 
gods feature parallel vertical lines, with three lines on each cheek denoting the noble 
dead, and two lines on each cheek indicating epic heroes.219 Goddesses are only 
depicted with tattoos on the left cheek.220 Herodotus also cites such tattooing on the 
Scythian goddess Argimpasa.221 Additionally, possible representations of tattoos related 
to the men of Achaemenid-Scythia from the 5th-4th c. BCE have been found on various 
artifacts including on a gold horseman figurine (part of Peter the Great’s Siberian 
Collection), a sword found at Philippovka, a ring from the Issyk barrow of Semirechye or 
Jetysu and on a Sarmatian horse harness found at Balakleya dated to the 2nd-1st c. BCE 
(these items could also be included in the following section for Sarmatian tattooing 
evidence).222 
In one tradition, explained by Clearchus, tattooing was utilized by Scythians as a 
penal practice whereby, following defeat of the Thracians, Scythian women then 
tattooed the wives of the Thracians, “decorating their bodies with writing” using pins.223 
Further discussion on this tradition follows in the Thracian chapter. 
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 The Sarmatians occupied the steppes of east Europe and central Asia from the 
5th century BCE until around 400 CE, with the “Early Sarmatian Age” defined as the 
period from c. 400 to 200 BCE.224 No permanent settlements attributed to the 
Sarmatians has been found.225 Herodotus provides some testimony regarding the 
Sarmatians, claiming they descended from marriages between Amazons and Scythians, 
and Strabo, in Geographica, discusses their culture and customs, indicating similarity 
to that of the Scythians.226 Possible tattooing tools have been discovered in Sarmatian 
burials, namely at the kurgan complex of Filippovka.227 
4.1 Historical sources 
Pliny the Elder and Sextus Empiricus mention Sarmatian tattooing practices. 
Pliny, in Natural History, mentions Sarmatian and Dacian men marked their bodies 
(corpora sua inscribunt).228 Sextus Empiricus in Outlines of Pyrrhonism states that the 
Sarmatians tattooed their babies, liking referencing boys.229 
4.2 Tattoo toolkits 
The most convincing evidence of material culture related to tattooing was 
discovered at the kurgan complex of Filippovka 1, located in the Eurasian steppes, south-
west of the Ural Mountains.230 The burial ground, dated to the 4th century BCE, was 
excavated in 1986 and 1990 by A.Kh. Pshenichniuk and again from 2004 to 2007 by L. T. 
Yablonsky.231 The site has yielded a group of artefacts that satisfies the identification 
criteria for tattoo toolkits as laid out by Dieter-Wolf.232 The artefacts were found in three 
female burials of the 29 kurgans (burial 2 of kurgan 1; burial 4 of kurgan 15; burial 4 of 
kurgan 29).233 
4.2.1 Complexes of Filippovka 1 
 Complex 1 was found in the Burial 4 of Kurgan 15, the remains of a 50- to 60-
year-old female was found with items indicating she was of high status and items that 
may be associated with tattooing.234 The recovered items include a decorate bronze 
mirror, a pointed bone tool, possibly a marker, that had been placed inside a small 
leather bag, a bone spoon, a stone pestle, a stone palette (with four circular recesses at 
the corners and one at the center; “presumably used for grinding and mixing paints or 
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pigments”), two iron needles, an iron knife, a piece of chalk, and a small leather case.235 
Also, a fragment of belemnite was found – belemnites (fossilized marine cephalopods) 
have often been recovered in female graves and are thought to “have been used in 
Sarmatian magico-religious ritual.”236 
 Complex 2 was located within Burial 4 of Kurgan 29 and contained an 18 to 20 
year old female.237 She was buried along with a circular stone palette with eight circular 
recesses lining its edge and a bigger recess at the center, a stone pestle was placed in 
the central recess (possibly used for grinding and pounding pigment, with heavy wear 
indicated), a bronze mirror, an iron needle (measuring 10 cm) found atop the mirror, a 
bone spoon, two fossil shells, and an iron knife. Also, beads were found near the cervical 
vertebrae, two beaded bracelets were on the wrists, and stone pebbles had been placed 
at the left shoulder, which were possibly used to grind pigment.238 
Complex 3 from the Burial 2 of Kurgan 1 contained the remains of a female 30 to 
35 years old.239 In the grave, a decorated silver mirror with 52 artifacts below it, 
including a rectangular whetstone made of red sandstone, a bone spoon, six gold 
needles, and three iron knives was found. The six needles are divided into two types: 
three with twisted handles and three with a looped end for threading.240 In addition, 
two square sandstone palettes (with five and seven circular recesses), two pestles, two 
small leather pouches containing black pigment, a small bronze spatula, three bone 
pointed tools, a silver pyxis, two glass unguentaria, a hollowed-out horse tooth filled 
with red ochre and a walnut shell were recovered.241 Also, near the tooth, some egg-
shaped pebbles with abrasions on their surface were found; it is possible they were 
“used as whetstones for sharpening thin items such as needles.”242 
4.2.2 Interpretation of objects 
The objects of these complexes may have “performed specific functions during 
tattooing practices.”243 The use of the stone palettes is suggested to be for grading, 
separating and mixing pigments for tattooing, which were obtained by using pestles to 
grind minerals and charcoal.244 The stone palettes, which are all about 2 cm thick and 
rectangular, square, or discoidal in shape, always feature a series of five to nine circular 
recesses, which may indicate the use of different pigments, and thereby, polychrome 
tattooing.245  
Furthering the hypothesis of polychrome tattooing is the colored pigment found 
in a basket at the head of the person in burial 2 of kurgan 1 – a pinkish yellow pigment 
made from iron minerals, red ochre of hematite, and yellow ochre of limonite mineral 
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were found.246 Pigment was also found in the other complexes with or near the palettes 
and under the decorated mirror.247 
Various containers were also found, i.e., small leather bags, the hollowed-out 
horse tooth, shells, walnut shells, and other small vessels. These have been interpreted 
as storage containers for tattooing pigments.248  
 The spoons that were recovered may have been “used to transfer pigments from 
the storage containers to the palettes and to stir tattooing ink.”249  
 Bronze and bone pointed tools, interpreted as markers, may have been used to 
draw stencils on the skin or to add pigment to open piercing.250 One of the markers had 
been found within a leather pigment bag.251 
 Both iron and gold needles were discovered in the burials, with the iron needles 
not very well-preserved.252 Six gold needles were found within Burial 2 of Kurgan 2 and 
can be divided into two types. The first type are needles “with twisted handles and 
tapered flat edges at their distal ends” which could have been used for hand-poked or 
pricked in tattoos.253 The second type are cylindrical needles with a “sharp end and an 
eye for the threading” which may have been used for stitched-in tattoos.254 
 A total of ten knives with a curved blade tip and gold inlays in the handle were 
found, three of which were found in association with the potential tattooing tools in 
Burial 2 of Kurgan 1.255 It is unclear if these knives were utilized for tattooing; they are 
interpreted as having possible “ritual purpose.”256 
 Most mirrors found are decorated and are bronze, also silver and gold mirrors 
have been discovered. Mirrors are interpreted to have “symbolic meaning in funeral 
rites of Northern Pontic steppe region.”257 Most mirrors found in burials have been 
intentionally broken as a symbol of the symbol of their owner’s death, however, when 
found in association with possible tattooing implements, the mirrors are always intact, 
suggesting their intended use for tattooing in the afterlife.258  
While the needles, pigment, whetstones, and mirrors may have had alternative 
functions, these items were consistently found along with mixing palettes and stenciling 
tools, thereby indicating a special function, and the items are consistent with other 
known ancient and indigenous tattoo toolkits.259 At Filippovka 1, these items are only 
found in funerary complexes containing female burials and not in other contexts of the 
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site.260 As such, tattooing may have been a female initiative. The potential tattoo-related 
items were “associated with objects of worship” indicating tattooing may have played a 
ritualized role in Sarmatian funerary cult, whereby “Sarmatian cultural values were 
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The first known reference to the Thracians is found in the Iliad, describing an 
ethnic group in the North of Greece. Later, Herodotus describes the Thracians as the 
“biggest nation in the world.”262 The origin of the Thracians remains relatively obscure, 
but they are known to have occupied a region up to Pieria before being pushed east 
beginning from the 7th century BCE. The Thracians were initially independent tribes of 
Indo-European peoples until they were unified and founded the Odrysian Kingdom in 
the 5th century BCE. The Thracians are known for their abundance of metals, timber, 
grain, warriors, horses, and slaves.263 
Most evidence of Thracian tattooing is provided by Greek sources and 
iconography, with Thracians generally viewed as wild, tattooed people. In ancient 
sources, tattoos are said to have been a sign of nobility and to have been ornamental, 
and they are also explained as a mark of punishment for the death of Orpheus.264 
Numerous versions of the myth of Orpheus exist. Generally, as described and depicted, 
Orpheus lured husbands away from their wives with his music; angry over their neglect, 
the wives then decapitated and dismembered Orpheus.265 In this context, the Greek 
perspective contorts the Thracian decorative practice of tattooing into a punitive 
practice.266 In Attic vase-painting, tattoos function as an ethnic identifier and provide 
and contrast to the “civilized” Greek ideal form; they are rendered on Thracian women 
in scenes depicting the death of Orpheus and on Thracian slaves.267  
5.1 Historical sources  
Tattooing is approached in available historical sources mainly from the Greek 
perspective, which is generally prone to bias. The Greeks often misconstrue Thracian 
tattooing practices, associating it with their own penal practice and demarcation of 
“barbarianism.”268 
 Herodotus describes Thracians as wild and warlike and notes that they sold their 
children into slavery.269 Regarding the Thracian practice of tattooing, he explains, “to be 
tattooed is considered a mark of good birth, and not to be is a mark of bad.”270 
Recognizing tattooing as a sign of nobility is contrary to the general Greek perception 
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whereby tattooing was viewed as indicative of barbarianism.271 Herodotus does not 
provide any mention of tattooing in relation to females.272 
 The commonality of tattooing amongst Thracian men is presumed due to the use 
of the epithet ελαφ`οστιχτος (meaning ‘deer-tattooed’).273 This epithet is used by Lysias 
(c. 445-380 BCE) to reference Theocritus, the “son of the Deer-tattooed.274 
 Composed in the 5th century BCE, the anonymous author of the Dissoi Logoi 
indicates ornamental tattooing of Thracian girls, stating, “for the Thracians it is an 
adornment for girls to be tattooed, but for other people it is a punishment for 
wrongdoers.”275 The author thus recognizes a dichotomy between the purpose of 
tattooing in the different cultures. 
 Several ancient sources discuss tattooing as punishment for the death of 
Orpheus. Pseudo-Plutarch in Moralia and Phanokels (frg. 1.25-29) both describe 
tattooing as punitive, explaining that Thracian women were tattooed by their husbands 
as revenge for the death of Orpheus.276 Pseudo-Plutarch states, “Nor yet do we 
commend the Thracians for tattooing their own wives to this day in revenge for 
Orpheus,” indicating contempt for the act.277 This vantage on tattooing is contradictory 
to the perception of male tattooing as indicative of elite status.278 Phanocles notes the 
tattoos on Thracian women, explaining, “so that having blue marks in their flesh they 
should not forget the abhorred crime.”279 Also, in an anonymous epigram, Thracian 
women are said to have “bloodied their arms with letters” while mourning Orpheus.280 
 Also associating tattooing with punitive purpose, according to Clearchus of Soli, 
following Scythian defeat of the Thracians, Scythian women punished Thracians by using 
pins to “decorate their bodies with writing.”281 In response, the Thracian women are 
said to have tattooed the remainder of their bodies so as transform “the stamp of 
violence and shame” into ornamentation.282 
5.2 Iconography: Vase painting 
Greek art, notably 5th century BCE Attic vase painting, provides some insight into 
Thracian tattooing.283 After the 5th century BCE, depictions of tattoos on Thracian figures 
in Athenian iconography ceases due to the changing relationship between Athens and 
Thrace.284 In Attic vase painting, only Thracian women are depicted with tattoos, which 
are sometimes rendered across the majority of the uncovered part of their bodies – on 
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hands, neck, arms and legs.285 The tattoos consist of various lined, wavy, or zig-zag 
patterns, dots, rosettes, and animal silhouettes (i.e., snakes and deer). The iconography 
is divided into two categories: vase painting featuring free women (usually in scenes 
depicting the death of Orpheus) and vase painting depicting female Thracian slaves.286 
5.2.1 Death of Orpheus scenes 
 Free Thracian women in Attic vase painting are recognizable by their long hair 
and tattoos and are most frequently depicted in scenes of the death of Orpheus, a 
popular theme of the period.287 In the scenes, Orpheus is usually rendered being killed 
by tattooed Thracian women, often depicted with untamed hair and/or exposed 
breasts, wielding various weapons (spears, lances, knives, boulders, double-axes, sickle, 
etc.).288 Somewhat contrary to the written sources that describe tattooing as a 
punishment for the death of Orpheus, the women in vase-painting scenes are shown as 
already having tattoos at the moment of the death.289 
 
Description of vessels: 
Attributed to the Oionokles Painter, a red figure neck amphora of 470 BCE 
depicts Orpheus and a tattooed Thracian woman on one side and another Thracian 
woman, not tattooed, on the other side (Fig. 29).290 Orpheus, wearing a mantel and 
carrying a lyre, is attempting to flee and is wounded and bleeding. The tattooed Thracian 
woman is wielding a lance, prepared to strike Orpheus. She is wearing a long chiton with 
an apoptygma and has line-based tattoos on her neck, the inner side of her right 
forearm, and on the instep of both feet.291  
The Attic calyx krater (c. 450–440 BCE) attributed to the Villa Giulia Painter 
features a scene of two tattooed Thracian women simultaneously attacking Orpheus (Fig 
30).292 The woman on the left is rendered thrusting a spear towards Orpheus’ throat. 
Orpheus is lurching back and has dropped his lyre. The second woman attacks from the 
right with an axe raised above her head.293 Both women feature tattoos on their arms 
and legs of groups of parallel vertical and curved lines.294 On the opposite side of the 
vessel, three young Thracian men are depicted with spears, helmets and cloaks.295 
On a red-figure amphora of the mid-5th century BCE, a Thracian woman, 
suggested to be a Maenad, is shown clutching a sword and attacking Orpheus (Fig. 
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Figure 89. Amphora of 470 BCE attributed to the Oinokles 
Painter. (British Museum E301). Image from: 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/image/446623001 
Figure 30.  Attic calyx krater (c. 450–440 BCE) 
featuring two Thracian women attacking Orpheus. 
Image from: The J. Paul Getty in Los Angeles, n. d. 
Figure 31. Attic calyx krater (c. 450–440 BCE) detail. Image from: 




























Figure 32. Attic red figure amphora, 
mid-5th c BCE. Image from: Tsiafaki, 
D., 2015, p. 106. 
Figure 33. Detail of the Thracian woman on the Attic red figure amphora. 


















































Figure 34. Red figure lekythos, c. 450-440 BCE, 
attributed to the Achilles Painter. Image from: 
Collections.mfa.org, n.d. 
Figure 35. White-ground cup attributed to the 
Pistoxenos Painter dating to c. 470 BCE. Image from: 
Tsiafaki, D., 2015, plate 1. 
Figure 9. Attic red figure column krater c. 
470. Image from: Tsiafaki, D., 2015, p. 111. 
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A red figure lekythos, c. 450-440 BCE, attributed to the Achilles Painter depicts a 
Thracian woman wearing a short chiton, holding a spear in one hand and gripping 
Orpheus’ arm with the other (Fig. 34). Orpheus, wounded and bleeding, is lunging 
backward and holding his lyre above his head. The woman has tattoos of lines along her 
arms.298 
 Found at the Athenian Acropolis, a fragmented, white-ground cup attributed to 
the Pistoxenos Painter dating to c. 470 BCE depicts an alternative version of the death 
of Orpheus (Fig. 35).299 The scene shows a “young couple in romantic tryst,” but to a 
viewer familiar with the subject, imminent death is evident.300 The woman has long hair 
and is wearing jewelry. She dons a tattoo of a deer on the right shoulder and tattoos of 
diagonal lines on the inside of the left forearm. In this scene, aside from the tattoos, the 
woman appears more Athenian in her rendering.301 
On the column krater of c. 470 BCE attributed to the Pan Painter, two running 
Thracian females are assumed to be chasing Orpheus, though he is not included in the 
scene (Fig. 36). The women bear tattoos of rosettes, zig zags, and deer.302 
 An Attic red figure stamnos by Hermonax, ca. 470-450 BCE, portrays several 
Thracian women wielding various weapons and wearing chitons; they are attacking 
Orpheus who is falling, wounded, and holding his lyre above his head (Fig. 37). The 
central female figure strikes Orpheus with a spear, dealing the final death blow.303 The 
women feature dot patterns on their arms.304 
 A kylix cup dated to 490-480 BCE attributed the Brygos painter features a 
Thracian woman who looks as if she is prepared to attack (Fig. 38). A representation of 
Orpheus is absent, but it is assumed that he is the woman’s target based on her 
characteristic features.305 She is brandishing a spear in her right hand and is holding up 
a rectangular shaped patterned cloth as a shield.306 She features tattoos on her feet, 
neck, and arms.  
 An Attic amphora of c. 510 BCE portrays “Dike (Justice) slaying Adikia (Injustice)” 
(Fig. 39).307 Adika is portrayed with barbarian characteristics including circular tattoos 
on her arms and shoulders. This connection between “justice” and “injustice” perhaps 
suggests a punitive connection to tattoos, however, the tattoos appear more 
ornamental, as if Adika were Thracian, and tattoos are absent from her face, which 
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Figure 37. Attic red figure stamnos by Hermonax, ca. 470-450 BCE Image from: 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/artifact?name=Louvre+G+416&object=vase 
Figure 10. kylix cup dated to 490-480 BCE attributed the Brygos painter. 

























5.2.2 Scenes with Thracian Slaves  
In Attic iconography, Thracian slaves are recognizable by their short hair and 
tattoos.309 While Thracians were servants belonging to Greeks, they also coexisted as a 
member of the household, occupying three different roles: general housekeeping (e.g., 
transporting water for the house), they could serve as paidagogoi (nurses) for children, 
or they filled the role of mourners during Greek funerals.310 Thracian slaves are rendered 
from the perspective of their masters, the Greeks, portrayed in everyday life scenes and 
funerary scenes.311 
 A daily life scene with three women at a fountain is portrayed on a red figure 
hydria of 470-460 BCE (Figs. 40 and 41). The women are filling and carrying amphora 
and have short hair, indicating they are likely slaves. They all bear tattoos on their arms, 
legs, necks and chins of lined patterns.312 
 Herakles accompanied by his elderly nurse is rendered on a red figure skyphos 
of 460 BCE attributed to the Pistoxenos painter (Fig. 42).313 Heracles is en route to a 
music lesson and is escorted by his nurse Geropso, deemed a Thracian slave by the 
tattoos delineated on her feet, arms, and neck. The tattoos consist of parallel wavy lines. 
A loutrophoros, attributed to the Painter of Bologna and found at Pikrodaphne in Attica 
dating to 460-450 BCE, features a prothesis scene with a female slave tending to the 
deceased (Fig. 43). The woman has short, light colored hair and linear tattoos on her 
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face, indicating her Thracian ethnicity. The opposite side of the vessel features a 
Thracian horseman.314 
 Likewise, a mourning scene featuring a Thracian female servant is found on 
another loutrophoros dating to 470-460 BCE and attributed the Syracuse painter (Fig. 
44). The Thracian woman seems to have been depicted lying on the floor, with her facing 
looking up and mouth opened wide as if crying or screaming for the dead. Her Thracian 
origin is indicated by tattoos of a deer on the upper right arm and curved parallel lines 
below the deer. Another animal is below the lines and below that is a figure of a snake. 
The left arm appears to have been decorated with tattoos across the entire arm as well 
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Figure 41. Red figure hydria of 470-460 BCE, 
from p. 175 of A. Foka’s Laughter, Humor, and 






























Figure 11. Red figure skyphos of 460 BCE attributed to the Pistoxenos painter. Image from: 
https://www.beazley.ox.ac.uk/XDB/ASP/recordDetails.asp?id=4F136666-4352-4FE2-A5B3-
54505DEAF556&noResults=&recordCount=&databaseID=&search= 






















5.2.3 The tattoos 
The tattoos can be divided into three types: animals (deer, snake), abstract 
designs (horizontal, vertical, diagonal lines), and patterns such as zigzags, rosettes, and 
spirals.316 The tattoos accentuate the unclothed body parts on the arms, legs, and 
neck.317 Whether or not Thracians were tattooed on parts of the body that were clothed 
cannot be ascertained from iconography.318 Greek implementation of portraying tattoos 
in iconography served to signify ethnic identity, separating Greek figures from those of 
barbarians.319 Despite the historical sources suggesting Thracian men were tattooed, 
only Thracian women were decorated with tattoos in Attic vase painting. Tsiafakis 
suggests this may be because, for men, tattooing was a sign of nobility, but in the vase 
painting, only ordinary people were portrayed, or perhaps, there was no need to depict 
tattoos because the other characteristics used to distinguish Thracian men were 
sufficient to denote ethnicity.320 The extent to which vase painting depicts actuality is 
artistically limited by technology and technique – how similar actual Thracian tattoos 
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Figure 44. Loutrophoros dating to 470-460 BCE and attributed the 




The Mossynoikoi dwelled in the eastern region of the Black Sea littoral, with 
Drilae said to have been to their east and Chalybes to the west, and they are so named 
based on the wooden towers they lived in (mossynes).321 No archaeological material 
associated with the Mossynoikoi has been discovered, but several Greek authors have 
discussed them, namely Xenophon who describes his personal experience encountering 
the tribe.322 
Xenophon in Anabasis (c. 5th c. BCE) writes of his return journey following the 
Battle of Cunaxa when he encountered the Mossynoikoi in 400 BCE. He mentions their 
practice of tattooing along with providing descriptions of other customs unusual to him, 
and he describes the Mossynoikoi using the superlative βαρβαρώτατοι, stressing their 
degree of barbarity.323 Amongst the unusual customs, he describes how they cut off and 
displayed the heads of their enemies, did in public what others do in private and vice 
versa, and that men “wanted to have sexual intercourse in public with their mistresses, 
this being the normal thing in their country.”324 He also mentions the “fattened children 
of the wealthy inhabitants, who had been nourished on boiled nuts…equal in length and 
breadth, with their backs adorned with many colors and their fore parts all tattooed with 
flower patterns.”325 Xenophon’s tone clearly conveys contempt for the practices of the 
Mossynoikoi, including tattooing. Such Greek perceptions may be on account of a lack 
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Following the colonization of the Black Sea region starting at least from the 7th c. 
BCE, interaction between Greeks and the local peoples of the Black Sea presumably 
increased. With the founding of the new colonies, the demand for labor for increased 
and slave trade became a vital part of the economy for the Greeks and the tribal peoples 
of the region, namely the Scythians and Thracians.327 Slave labor was used not only for 
the construction of the Black Sea colonies, Greeks also utilized slave labor for more 
intimate household tasks, and Scythian slaves served as military troops in Athens from 
the 5th to 4th centuries BCE.328 Greek historical sources provide the majority of evidence 
for what may be ascertained about the local peoples of the Black Sea, as there are no 
primary sources attributed to the local peoples, and due in part to their more nomadic 
lifestyle, archaeological evidence is also more limited. From Greek sources, the Greek 
perception of tattooing practices implemented by the different cultures of the Black Sea 
is gleaned and is generally negative. Greek use of tattooing was utilitarian, use punitively 
on slaves, criminals and prisoners of war.329 
7.1 Greek perception of ‘barbarian’ tattoos  
As discussed, Greeks generally viewed non-Greeks as barbarian, often expressing 
disdain for their customs including tattooing. Tattoos were used to characterize ethnic 
groups in iconography and were mentioned in descriptions of the peoples, often 
associated with other customs that were strange to the Greeks. In Greek iconography, 
Thracian women are only identifiable by their tattoos, otherwise often rendered in the 
same manner as Greek women.330 By the 5th century BCE, Greeks had developed and 
ideal model of the human figure, in the costume of nudity with fixed proportions, and 
free of tattoos, which endured into the Roman period.331 The tattooed “barbarians” did 
not fit this ideal and were understood as lesser than. Greek perception is based on 
cultural preconceptions, disapproving and misinterpreting the practice’s function 
amongst the other cultures.332 
7.2 Penal tattooing  
Greeks incorporated tattooing practices as a punitive practice to mark slaves, 
criminals, and prisoners of war. Tattoos were visible indicators of status as a wrong-doer 
or as property, affecting the person’s identity for the rest of their life. Dinter and Khoo 
cite Michel Foucault, saying that “the state exercises a potent ‘microphysics of power’ 
on unwilling individuals through punitive tattooing,” thus asserting control and 
domination over the bodies of the state’s subjects.333 Tattoos were often inked on the 
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face, as “public symbols of subjugation,” and with the permanence of tattoos, the 
submission to the state is also permanent.334 Persons marked with punitive tattoos face 
lifelong ostracism, always identifiable as a criminal, slave, or prisoner of war with tattoos 
serving as “notice boards of guilt”.335 The earliest evidence linking tattooing with wrong 
doing is the already described Attic amphora of c. 510 BCE featuring Dike and Adikia, 
with the circular marks possibly representing punitive tattoos, though they appear more 
ornamental.336 
7.2.1 Persian influence 
Several scholars have suggested that Greek use of punitive tattooing was 
introduced via Persia in the 6th century BCE.337 The use of tattooing in Near Eastern 
cultures predates its use by the Greeks.338 Evidence for this suggestion is provided by 
Herodotus who regales several events involving the Persians.  
 Herodotus writes of the Persian Wars and discusses Xerxes issues crossing the 
Hellespont while en route to invade Greece in 480 BCE. Before he and his army were 
able to cross, a storm demolished the bridge.339 Angry, Xerxes directed στιγεις to brand, 
or tattoo, the Hellespont. 340 Herodotus writes: 
Xerxes “ordered three hundred lashes of the whip to be applied to it and 
a pair of fetters to be thrown into the water. And indeed, I have also 
heard that with these he sent tattooers to tattoo the Hellespont. The 
agents were instructed to say: ‘O cruel water, your master imposes this 
penalty upon you because you wronged him when he had not wronged 
you; and King Xerxes will cross you whether you like it or no.’”341 
His account thus indicates that Persian likely utilized tattooing for punitive purpose.  
 Herodotus also discusses Persian use of tattooing to mark prisoners of war. He 
informs that at Thermopylae, after the Thebans deserted to the Persians, Xerxes’ 
tattooers tattooed the στίγματα βασιλήια across their bodies, “mark[ing] the majority 
with royal tattoos.”342  
 In another account, both Herodotus and Aeneas Tacticus, a 4th century BCE 
military strategist, detail the imprisonment of Histiaeus, the Ionian tyrant of Miletus, in 
Susa by the Persian King Darius around 500 BCE.343 Histiaeus shaved and tattooed the 
head of his slave with a message directing his son-in-law to revolt.344 After the hair grew 
back on the slave’s head, hiding the tattoo, as Tsiafaki states, “Histiaeus ‘mailed’ his 
living letter.”345 Aeneas Tacticus details: 
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[He] shaved the head of his most faithful slave, tattooed him, and 
detained him until the hair had grown again (…) and gave the tattooed 
man no other orders except that when he had come to Miletus, under 
the presence of Aristagoras, he should request him to shave his head and 
examine it. (Aeneas Tacticus 31.24–29)346 
Upon the arrival of the message, the revolt was successfully launched, ending the 
Persian occupation of Greece.347 This event delineates slaves as objects that could be 
altered with tattooing to serve their masters’ needs.348 
7.2.2 Tattooing of slaves  
Slaves, namely runaways, are known to have been tattooed on their foreheads, 
permanently labeling them as inferiors.349 In the Greek realm, tattoos, or στιγματα, were 
used to denote κακοι, i.e. slaves, criminals or prisoners of war.350 Servants of the 
divinities, both willing and unwilling servants, sometimes were tattooed with the names 
or signs of the divinities they served.351 Often, slaves were included in Attic comedy.352 
Slaves may have accumulated tattoos from their various owners, as commodities that 
could be traded and marked, with a symbolic transfer of ownership.353 
 A fragmentary legal code dated to the 3rd century stipulates masters should not 
“sell slaves for export, nor tattoo” them, likely implying this stipulation for “good” slaves. 
354 In another clause, the code instructs that slaves who are convicted of crimes should 
be given “not less than a hundred lashes of the whip and tattoo his forehead (στιξατω 
το μετωπον).”355 
 A papyrus fragment dating to 156 BCE found in Egypt contains a written arrest 
warrant for a runaway slave. The warrant includes tattoos as a biometric feature of the 
slave that he would be recognizable by.356 The warrant reads: 
“The 25th year, Epeiph 16. A slave of Aristogenes son of Chrysippus, of 
Alabanda, ambassador, has escaped in Alexandria, by name Hermon also 
called Nilus, by birth a Syrian from Bambyce, about 18 years old, of 
medium stature, beardless, with good legs, a dimple on the chin, a mole 
by the left side of the nose, a scar above the left corner of the mouth, 
tattooed on the right wrist with two barbaric letters. He has taken with 
him 3 octadrachms of coined gold, 10 pearls, an iron ring on which an oil-
flask and strigils are represented, and is wearing a cloak and a 
loincloth.”357 
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In this example, tattoos were used to help recognize and return a runaway slave to his 
master. Runaways were also punished by being tattooed with warning messages of their 
misdeeds, as evidenced by a commentator (scholion) who addressed the Greek orator 
Aeschines. He informs some runaways slaves were tattooed on their foreheads with the 
words directing, “Stop me, I'm a runaway (κατέχε με, φεύγω).”358 Such a visible message 
would discourage slaves from again attempting to flee as they would be easily 
identifiable.359 
 The Greek playwright Herodas of the 3rd c. BCE, in his 5th Mime (The Jealous 
Women), tells the story of Lady Bitinna and her unfaithful lover, the slave Gastron.360 To 
punish Gastron, Bitinna orders Gastron be whipped and demands that “Kosis the 
tattooer [should] come bringing needles and ink,” and she threatens another slave with 
a “inscription on his forehead.”361 Bitinna eventually relents and Gastron goes 
unharmed.362 Also, in the 4th Mime, Herodas writes of a mistress who threatens that a 
slave girl will “scratch that filthy (?) brow of hers,” which is interpreted to refer to the 
itchiness that results from being tattooed or branded, thereby inferring tattooing as 
punishment for slaves.363 
 In another descriptions, the father of Bion of Borysthenes, who lived around 300 
BCE, was said to have been a freedman, with tattoos marking his former status as a 
slave. He is described to have had “not a face, but a narrative on his face, the mark of 
his master's harshness,” also insinuating tattooing as punishment for slaves.364 
 Another piece of evidence for punitive tattooing is found on a funerary stele with 
a relief depicting a hoplite and an inscription with script ascribed to Megara, dating to 
the early 5th century.365 From the inscription, we learn the Megarian Pollis had “fallen 
into the hands of the στικται,” tattooers who aimed to mark him as a slave.366 The origin 
of the στικται is unclear, perhaps referring to Thracians367 or Persians.368 The inscription 
goes on stating that Pollis “no base man (ου κακος εων)” and that he valiantly resisted 
the attempts to enslave him, dying in the process from “the wounds of the tattooers.”369 
A contrast between the noble death of Pollis and the base behaviours of others who 
would have submitted to the tattooing is inherent.370 
 Aristophnes, in the Birds, that which is usually ugly will be considered beautiful, 
and a “runaway will be called a spotted francolin.”371 Another reference to tattooing is 
found in the Frogs – Pluto has Aeschylus send a message to Cleophon, directing, “'tell 
them to come quickly to me here and not to linger; if they haven't arrived soon, by 
Apollo I'll tattoo them, fetter them with Adeimantus the son of Leukolophus, and soon 
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send them below ground.”372 This threat likens the politicians to runaways, also 
subjected to punishment by fetters and tattoos.373 
7.2.3 Tattooing of criminals 
Individuals were also subject to being tattooed as punishment for having 
committed a crime. This practice likely was common during Classical and Hellenistic 
periods.374 
The Dissoi Logoi recognizes tattoos as a “punishment for criminals among all 
peoples other than the Thracians.”375 Plato states, “'If anyone is caught committing 
sacrilege, if he be a slave or a stranger, let his offence be written on his face and his 
hands,” likely meaning the offender be tattooed.376 The Athenian philosopher 
Hermogenes also mentions tattooing; he cites its potentially fatal effects, stating “For 
example, it is permitted to tattoo adulterers; one man has another tattooed and is 
charged with murder on the ground that the one who inflicted the cause also inflicted 
the result.”377 This statement indicates that adultery was deemed punishable by tattoo 
and that if a tattooer’s subject dies as a result of the tattooing, the tattooer may be 
deemed guilty of murder.  
 A Hellenistic curse on surviving fragments of Egyptian papyrus also yields 
evidence of tattooing as punishment. The author of the curse is unknown but could 
perhaps be the poetess Moiro of Byzantium (c. 300 BCE).378 It reads: “I will tattoo you 
with pictures of the terrible punishments suffered by the most notorious sinners in 
Hades! I will tattoo you with the white-tusked boar!”379 
7.2.4 Prisoners of war 
Plutarch provides insight into the tattooing of prisoners of war. He discusses the 
revolt of the Samians against Athens in the 5th century and states that the Samians 
marked Athenian prisoners with an owl, and Athenians likewise marked their Samian 
prisoners with a Samian ship on their forehead.380 Plutarch also the battle of Syracuse in 
413 BCE where 7000 Athenians and allies were captured. The prisoners’ foreheads were 
tattooed with a Syracusan horse and then were sold as slaves, which Plutarch describes 
as “unthinkable indignity.”381 
7.3 Not all Greek rejected tattooing: The Tattoo Elegy and the case of Epimenides 
Another piece of evidence alluding to the practice of tattooing is provided by the 
so-called Tattoo Elegy, a piece of Hellenistic curse poetry dating to the first half of the 
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3rd c. BCE.382 The author is unknown, and it is unclear how much of the elegy is 
missing.383 The prose contains a description of punitive tattooing that does not conform 
to usual conventions.384 In the poem, the narrator threatens to tattoo his romantic rival 
with various scenes of mythology, both Greek and non-Greek.385 While in a punitive 
context, the description of the tattooing is decorative and elaborate, not corresponding 
in theme.386 
 Some of the scenes are Homeric punishment scenes and others are not 
Homeric.387 The first scene description is of the centaur Eurytion; the elegy reads, “I shall 
tattoo upon your back great Eurytion, the (…) son of Nephele, untrembling in his 
strength, who was slain at the hands of Amphitryon’s son.”388 The poem continues with 
further descriptions of other scenes, including a tale from the Iliad about the hunt for 
the Calydonian boar.389 These detailed scenes suggest the possible existence of 
“complex narrative tattooing among the Greeks,” which would necessitate refined 
methods of tattooing.390 The narrator of the elegy claims to be capable of tattooing the 
scenes, and his descriptions suggested he was indeed knowledgeable of the practice. 
The tattoo was threatened to be inked on the back, a more private area, where such a 
tattoo would not publicly humiliate the rival.391 
 
 While overall the Greek attitude towards tattooing was certainly negative, not 
all necessarily rejected tattooing.392 As per the Suda, the 7th c. BCE poet and shaman 
Epimenides was found to bear tattoos on his body following his death. The tattoos are 
thought to have been the lines of Epimenides’ poems, whereby as stated by Dinter and 
Khoo, “once deceased, the man literally turns into his work.”393
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 Tattooing was likely practiced in the Black Sea region at least from the Copper 
Age, as evidenced by the identification of probable tattooing tools at the site of Pietrele, 
and the transferred pigment on the bones of the individuals from the sites of Temtra 
and Primorsky indicate tattooing occurred in the region during the Bronze Age. The 
imagery is of abstract lines and dots and schematic snake. These tattoos may have had 
therapeutic as well as ritual function.   
 Direct evidence of tattooing is provided by the Pazyryk mummies, dating to the 
Early Iron Age. The preserved tattoos are more complex than those of the Bronze Age 
remains, suggesting development of and change in the practice. Tattoos as a therapeutic 
mechanism are evidenced by dot tattoos on the male of Pazyryk Kurgan 2. The majority 
of tattoos are similar in terms of style and theme, though individualism in design and 
imagery is also attested; this suggests the practice operated within some set structure 
that also allowed for a level of differentiation amongst individual’s tattoos. The exact 
purpose of tattooing practices amongst the Pazyryk culture, and the greater Scythian 
culture, remains obscure, with a proposed relation to personal life events or magical 
intent. 
 The Sarmatians, perhaps related to the Scythians, are suggested to have 
practiced tattooing by Pliny the Elder and Sextus Empiricus, and possible tattooing 
toolkits have been discovered at the site of Filippovka 1. The context of such toolkits 
(found in relation to female burials) poses the possibility that tattooing was a female 
initiative, likely playing a ritual role during funerary practice. 
 Evidence of tattooing practices is largely derived from Greek sources (written 
and iconographic), resulting in a skewed perception of the reality of Thracian tattooing. 
Tattooing amongst the Thracians may have reflected elite status, but also, female 
Thracian slaves are depicted with tattoos in Attic vase-paintings. Free Thracian women 
also bear tattoos in scenes depicting the death of Orpheus in vase painting. The 
employment of tattooing in vase painting served as a means of ethnic identification, 
while hair style signified status as free or slave. Perhaps, the Thracians themselves 
differentiated their tattooing practices to reflect elite or lower-class status, but the 
Greeks, maybe due to their overall association of tattooing with barbarity, failed or 
choose not to make such distinction in iconography, but this remains purely speculation. 
 Greek bias is also inherent in the available evidence for tattooing practices of the 
Mossynoikoi, provided by Xenophon who describes practices of the Mossynoikoi that 
are strange to him. He suggests they employed decorative tattooing on children. 
 While tattooing amongst the Scythians, Sarmatians, Thracians, and Mossynoikoi 
mostly seems to have been voluntary, for the Greeks, tattooing generally served a penal 
purpose. Greeks marked slaves, criminals, and prisoners of war, with tattoos operating 
as means to communicate an individual’s permanent delinquent status. The Tattoo 
Elegy and case of Epimenides complicates the function of tattooing amongst the Greeks, 
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